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HI,
I feel so numb this week, perhaps like the water falling over the falls, though doing
my best not to crash onto the rocks. COVID-19 continues to spread like wild re in
many countries and I’ve been dealing with other serious issues. The world does go
on, and we’re all hoping for better days ahead. But, the prognosis, what we can
expect to happen in days to come, sure doesn’t look great or rosy. Perhaps one of
the reasons is the major disaster taking place in the USA, a country we usually look
to for some leadership, but the other is that there just seems to be so little
concerted global action taking place. Perhaps we relied too much on the CDC (in
Atlanta) in the past; now somewhat discredited and its impact severely lessened.
Who is stepping up? Certainly there is still the WHO, which we hear from regularly,
but exactly what are they doing to bring together the major batters to ght the
pandemic? As we in Canada are mainly consumed now with how to send kids back
to school, and rightly so, we hear little about global e orts, aside from vaccine
development. So the prognosis, today, remains i y. For without controlling the
virus there will not be a return to normal. Each jurisdiction will decide about their
kids and the possibility of teachers getting sick and dying. How are they being
prepared to shoulder this burden for our kids and future?
In today’s Planetary Health Weekly (#32 of 2020) there are various stories about the
plight of our world today, hopefully giving us motivation to do what we can, in our

own small ways, to set them right. COVID-19 is only one among many. Time waits
for no one.
In today’s PHW you’ll nd:
Coronavirus updates, including:
Research boosts the utility of masks,
Dr. Fauci explaining why the U.S. still hasn’t beaten COVID-19,
How being tall seems to raise the risk of getting COVID-19,
The pathophysiology, transmission, diagnosis and treatment of COVID19,
Why higher-income country strategies may not work in poorer ones,
How California went from success to disaster,
Mumbai slums going viral, and
What we know six months into the pandemic, THEN
The latest UN report calls for a paradigm shift in mental health care,
Canada’s farmers face an uncertain future as temperatures rise,
Logging scars in Ontario,
Galapagos under threat from Chinese shing vessels,
Why electric cars need di erent tires,
US energy use hits 30-year low and Canada’s oil industry is declining,
Cheers to Nestlé for selling its Canadian water business,
Learning from COVID-19 failures before the next one hits,
Ten ways for Canada to avoid a future without food,
11 Indigenous children died recently in Ontario’s child welfare system, .
Five must-read novels for your summer reading,
Should we eat more like the Japanese?
The four men responsible for the U.S.’s COVID-19 test disaster,
Does sunscreen work or not?
New book by Jessica Kritz - “Rede ning Development: Resolving Complex
Challenges in Developing Countries”,
Imagining the future of higher education in Canada, and
ENDSHOTS from Manitoulin Island, Ontario among COVID-19 stats including
the latest from Toronto by ethno-racial identity and household income.
I hope you’ll take a look.
Best, david
David Zakus, Editor and Publisher

Bridal Veil Falls, Manitoulin Island, Ontario - July, 2020

SARS-CoV-2 & COVID-19 UPDATES

Globally, in the last week, about 1.75 million
new cases and 62,000 deaths

Research Boosts Evidence of Masks’
Utility, Some Experts Say

Credit: Nick Oxford

Masks have long been known to help stop infected people from spreading the
virus, but some research suggests they also protect the uninfected. President
Trump shared a video with misinformation about the virus. But now experts are
pointing to evidence suggesting that masks also protect the people wearing them,
lessening the severity of symptoms, or in some instances, staving o infection
entirely. Di erent kinds of masks “block virus to a di erent degree, but they all
block the virus from getting in,” said Dr. Monica Gandhi, an infectious disease
physician at the University of California, San Francisco. If any virus particles do
breach these barriers, she said, the disease might still be milder. Drawing from
animal experiments and observations of various events during the pandemic, they
contend that people wearing face coverings will take in fewer coronavirus
particles. Dr. Deborah L. Birx, the Trump administration’s coronavirus response
coordinator, made it clear during a visit to Tennessee that she believed that
everyone in the state should be required to wear masks — but she stopped short
of publicly asking its governor to issue a statewide mandate. “We need 100% of the
counties, including the rural counties, to have these mandates,” Dr. Birx said
during a news conference. Dr. Anthony S. Fauci, the nation’s top infectious disease
expert, warned early on about how the pandemic would transform professional
sports. Read More at New York Times

SEE MORE COVID-19 STORIES:
At Wired: Anthony Fauci Explains Why the US Still Hasn’t Beaten Covid
At Daily Mail: Does being tall raise the risk of getting Covid-19? Men over 6ft are
TWICE as likely to get infected, study claims
At JAMA Network: Pathophysiology, Transmission, Diagnosis, and Treatment of
Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
At GHSP Journal: Will the Higher-Income Country Blueprint for COVID-19 Work in
Low- and Lower Middle-Income Countries?
At Washington Post: How California Went From Coronavirus Success Story To
Disaster — And How It Can Regain Control
At Economic Times: Half Of Mumbai's Slum Residents Have Had Coronavirus
India is already the third worst-hit country after the US and Brazil, with nearly 1.5
million cases though experts have previously said the lack of testing could mean
the true tally is much higher.
At The Telegraph: Coronavirus, Six Months On: Everything We Know About The
Disease That Has Swept The World

Latest UN Report Calls for Global
Paradigm Shift in Mental Health Care

Credit: University of Essex/Flickr

In his latest report to the United Nations (UN), child psychiatrist Dainius Pūras
advocates for a transformation in the way we collectively understand and
intervene on mental health issues. Pūras, serving as the UN Special Rapporteur on
the rights to physical and mental health, argues that the dominant biomedical view

of ‘mental illness’ has led the psychiatric and psychological elds to focus on
institutionalization and biological interventions (e.g., psychotropic medications) at
the expense of human rights and social change. He writes: “Those obstacles, power
asymmetries in mental health care, the dominance of the biomedical model, and
the biased use of knowledge, need to be addressed by changes in laws, policies,
and practices.” According to the Special Rapporteur: “Those harms can arise from
systemic violations of economic and social rights, such as neoliberal policies and
austerity measures. Harms to mental health can equally arise from systemic
violations of civil and political rights that lead to structural discrimination and
violence against di erent communities, as well as restricting the space of civil
society.” Pūras argues that it is necessary to decriminalize mental health problems
(such as addiction, for example) and institutionalize psychiatry, in order to protect
and promote human rights. Read More at Mad In America

As Temperatures Rise, Canada’s
Farmers Face An Uncertain Future

Credit: Lancet

It’s berry season in B.C.’s Fraser Valley. As the days grow long and warm, hungry
consumers get ready to dig into a parade that begins with strawberries, moves on
to raspberries, and is then followed by a ood of blueberries. It’s a formidable
harvest, known as the ‘blue wave’ by local producers; over 80 million kilograms of
blueberries are produced each year. The future for the blueberries of the Fraser
Valley isn’t so clear. A recent study in the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences predicts the level of greenhouse-driven climate warming we will
experience in the next ve decades will be unprecedented in recorded
history. More than four million square kilometers of Canada currently too cold for

farming crops will be warm enough to cultivate by 2080. We need to guard against
thinking that is good news. If opening the North to farming isn’t a solution to our
growing food security challenges, what is? Canada is still positioned to lead the
world in food production and should focus on a few key e orts to build a futureproof food system. Read More at National Observer

Logging Scars In Ontario

Credit: Trevor Hesselink

Wildlands League (one of Canada’s pre-eminent conservation organizations)
just released shocking new evidence showing widespread and systemic
deforestation from clearcutting practices in the boreal forest. See for yourself. Try
our new public-friendly GoogleMyMaps Viewer. Wildlands has now identi ed over
291 sites remaining barren decades after the logging has ended, refuting claims
that deforestation is ‘limited’ or the ‘exception’ in Ontario. The prevalence of
logging scars shows just how much industry is degrading and e ectively
deforesting the boreal forest, one of the best natural allies we have in the ght
against climate change. Logging scars also undermine the restoration of boreal
caribou habitat, and long-term sustainability of timber supply. The Ontario
government is making the situation worse by recklessly pursuing a perceived ‘red
tape’ reduction in order to double logging. Ontario’s plans to double logging and
deregulate the forestry industry will sacri ce our public forests and decimate our
last remaining intact boreal forests. Canada will lose a globally signi cant climate
sink. Read More at Logging Scars

Galapagos Under Threat: Massive Fleet
Of Chinese Fishing Vessels Accused Of
Threatening Wildlife

Credit: Esme Plunkett

A 260-strong Chinese shing eet near the Galapagos Islands is lling the pristine
beaches with plastic and endangering its delicate ecosystem, environmentalists
claim. The ships are currently in international waters just outside a 188-mile-wide
marine reserve around the island - their presence has already increased the
prospect of serious damage to the fragile ecosystem as the boats sit on the
migration routes of hammerhead and whale sharks at risk. Esme Plunkett, a
biologist and researcher with the Charles Darwin Foundation in the Galapagos
Islands, fears that their " shing techniques do not meet many bycatch
regulations", which means that endangered species are caught in the nets.
The crew of the eet are suspected of having thrown plastic waste overboard that
pollutes the sea and the beaches. Ms. Plunkett said, "It is not uncommon for one or
the other bottle to be washed from the other side of the world, but I have never
seen such a large amount and all mandarin labels are intact, suggesting that they
have been used recently were disposed of.” The Chinese embassy in Ecuador said:
"The Galapagos Islands are an important nature reserve in Ecuador and a valuable
natural and cultural heritage for all of humanity. China understands, respects and
supports Ecuador's measures to protect the marine environment and marine
resources.
"We have found that all Chinese shing boats on the high seas outside the
Galapagos Islands' exclusive economic zone operate in a normal and lawful
manner.” Read More at The Telegraph

Here’s Why Electric Vehicles Need
Di erent Tires

Credit: Michelin

In electric cars, it's not just the powertrain that is di erent. It's the tires. Electric
cars require special tires for a variety of reasons, tire manufacturer Continental
said in a recent press release. Their tires must handle more weight compared to
internal-combustion vehicles, and deliver more torque to the road when moving
away from a stop, the company noted. Tires themselves can have a huge e ect on
EV range—and so can wheels. Multiple tests have shown that swapping out stock
low rolling-resistance tires and aerodynamic wheels for aftermarket items can
decrease range, although it can also improve handling. The Volkswagen ID.3
hatchback will have model-speci c tires made by Bridgestone. They not only have
lower rolling resistance than conventional tires, but are 20% lighter, and were
designed with the ID.3's more even weight distribution in mind, according to
Bridgestone. Toyota has in the past considered airless tires for electric cars, while
General Motors said last year that it could o er Michelin airless tires on an
upcoming EV in 2024. And looking to the future, if we want a truly zero-emission
vehicle, we'll need to start carefully considering the emissions from tire and brake
dust. Read More at Green Car Reports

GOOD NEWS, FROM A SAD REASON

US Energy Use Hit 30-Year Low During
Pandemic Shutdowns

Credit: P Photo/Mark J. Terrill,

U.S. energy consumption plummeted to its lowest level in more than 30 years this
spring as the nation’s economy largely shut down because of the coronavirus,
federal o cials reported Wednesday. The drop was driven by less demand for coal
that is burned for electricity and oil that’s re ned into gasoline and jet fuel, the U.S.
Energy Information Administration said. The declines were in line with lower
energy usage around the globe as the pandemic seized up economies. Those
trends are turning around as commercial activity resumes but the impact has
already been profound — including energy companies ling for bankruptcy
protection and a forecasted dip in annual U.S. and global greenhouse gas
emissions. The energy administration projects overall consumption will increase
for the rest of 2020 but remain below 2019 levels. Read More at AP News.

Canadian Oil Industry Cutting Drilling Forecast For A Third
Time As Slump Continues
The Petroleum Services Association of Canada (PSAC) is cutting its 2020 Canadian
drilling forecast for a third time as the industry remains mired in a slump expected
to extend well into the second half of the year. The association says it now expects
just 2,800 wells will be drilled in Canada this year, down from a nearly 50-year low
of 3,100 in its revised forecast in April. The new forecast for 2020 is 43 per cent
lower than the 4,900 wells drilled in 2019. PSAC interim CEO Elizabeth Aquin says a
slow economic recovery, low commodity prices and high debt levels in the industry
are preventing a quick recovery from the lows of earlier this year amid an
economic downturn caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Read More at National
Observer

MORE GOOD NEWS

Environmentalists Cheer As Nestlé Sells
Canadian Water Business

Credit: Jennifer Gauthier

After years of criticism from environmental groups, Swiss-based consumer
products giant Nestlé is selling its Canadian bottled water business. The company
announced it’s selling its Nestle Pure Life business in Canada to Shelburne-based
Ice River Springs. Financial terms of the deal weren’t revealed. “In late 2019, we
began the exploration of a potential sale of our Nestlé Pure Life business in
Canada, as we had determined that we are best positioned to focus on our iconic
international brands of San Pellegrino, Perrier and Acqua Panna,” said Nestlé
Canada. “This is a victory for the people of Ontario. This is a response by Nestlé to
public pressure,” said Robert Case, chair of Wellington Water Watchers, an
advocacy group that had heavily criticized Nestlé’s purchase of the Middlebrook
well in Elora. In an email, Nestlé Canada denied that the move was a result of
public pressure. “The decision was a business decision based on growth ambitions
and prioritization on where we are best positioned for success.” Read More at The
Star

OPINION

Chronicle Of A Pandemic Foretold:
Learning From The COVID-19 Failure—
Before The Next Outbreak Arrives

Credit: Head Of State

The phenomenon of withholding information is hardly new. Daniel Defoe relates in
A Journal of the Plague Year that in 1665, municipal authorities in London rst
refused to accept that anything unusual was happening, then tried to keep
information from the public, until the spike in deaths made it impossible to deny
the much-feared bubonic plague. By that point, all they could do was lock victims
and their families in their homes in a vain attempt to stop the spread.
Short of a global thermonuclear war and the long-term impact of climate change,
an infectious disease pandemic has the greatest potential to devastate health and
economic stability across the globe. All other types of disasters and calamities are
limited in geography and duration—whether a hurricane, an earthquake or a
terrorist attack. A pandemic can occur everywhere at once and last for months or
years. It is easy enough to dismiss warnings of another 1918-like pandemic: the
next pandemic might not arise in our lifetimes, and by the time it does, science
may have come up with robust medical countermeasures to contain it at lower
human and economic cost. These are reasonable possibilities. But reasonable
enough to collectively bet our lives on? History says otherwise. Read More at
Foreign A airs

SPOTLIGHT ON POLICY

10 Ways Canada Can Avoid A Future
Without Food

Source: Andrea Piacquadio (Pexels)

The COVID-19 pandemic has revealed much about our food system. Most people
have seen the headlines: more than 1,000 COVID-19 cases at a single beef-packing
plant, farmers dumping milk, potatoes deteriorating in storehouses, and
farmworkers falling ill by the hundreds. More importantly, this crisis has revealed
our vulnerability to the coming one — the much larger climate crisis. In preparing
for that crisis, we can learn from our experience with COVID-19: Heed the advice of
experts and act early. The pandemic has shown the need for clear government
leadership, and strong, resilient supply chains. The pandemic has one more
lesson: It is important to “ atten the curve.” How does this apply to climate change?
The curve for atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) concentrations has gone
exponential.
The pandemic is hitting Canadian farms and food systems weakened by preexisting conditions. Ill-conceived government and corporate policies have, since
1991, pushed nearly a third of farm families o the land, and two thirds of young
farmers. The pandemic’s lessons are clear, and we know what we must do to
prepare for climate change and avoid its worst e ects. It is critical that we act now
to build food systems that will be exible and strong enough to withstand future
crises. We need to atten curves, decentralize systems, diversify approaches, build
capacity to withstand shocks, regionalize supply chains, support essential workers,
and reduce susceptibility to risk. COVID-19 is a moment of reckoning, but a much
larger and potentially more lethal reckoning looms. Read More at National
Observer

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS WELLNESS

11 Indigenous Children Died In Last
Four Months Connected To Ontario’s

Child Welfare System

Credit: Marc Bruxelle/Alamy

After several months of pushing the Ontario government, APTN News can now
report how many Indigenous children have died connected to the province’s child
welfare system since the novel coronavirus was called a pandemic on March
11. Child welfare agencies reported 11 deaths of Indigenous children to the chief
coroner of Ontario, as of July 16, which provided the data to APTN this week. Of the
11, three deaths are classi ed as “in care”, meaning they were likely living in some
sort of foster or group home, while the other eight had “society involvement” within
the last 12 months before their death. Having a le open can mean a variety of
things, such as having lived in foster homes for years only to be suddenly sent
home. APTN is aware of several deaths by suicide this way in recent years. It could
also mean a parent wanted counselling services on-reserve but the only place to
get help is the child welfare agency. Families have repeatedly told APTN they fear
having a le opened because it’s di cult to close. APTN previously reported there
were 102 Indigenous deaths between 2013 and 2017, with half of the deaths
happening in 2016 and 2017. That means 155 Indigenous children died with
society involvement over the seven years between 2013-2019. Up until this week,
the Ontario government has refused to provide the data forcing APTN to le a
request under the Freedom of Information Act only to hit wall after wall with the
department. Read More at APTN News

Ellen M. Gilmer

Quote Of The Week
President Trump has vowed to expand America’s oil and gas infrastructure and his
administration has pushed to limit the ability of states to challenge pipelines. But
Democrats have signaled they would subject oil and gas infrastructure to much
stricter scrutiny should they take power. One frequently discussed option,
endorsed by House Democrats in their climate plan released last week, would be
for the federal government to require new gas pipelines to more fully account for
their greenhouse gas emissions impacts as they seek permits. Climate will also
play a larger role in future legal challenges, environmental groups said.

“The era of multibillion-dollar investment in fossil fuel
infrastructure is over,” said Jan Hasselman of the

environmental group Earthjustice and attorney for the
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, which led a legal challenge against
the Dakota Access pipeline. “Again and again, we see

these projects failing to pass muster legally and
economically in light of local opposition.”

Read More at New York Times

Upcoming Events

September 22nd - 23rd: U.N. Summit on Biodiversity (New
York City, USA)
October 19-22, 2020 (Virtual): Canadian Conference for
Global Health: Global Health In A Changing Climate
November 9th-19th: 2020 UN Climate Change Conference
(UNFCCC COP26) (Glasgow, Scotland) - Postponed until
latter 2021
June 7th-9th 2021: Executive Course: Global Health
Diplomacy (University of Toronto, Canada)

FYI#1 SPOTLIGHT ON MEDIA

5 Must-Read Novels For Your
COVID Quarantine Book Club

Credit: Sierra/iStock

Looking for a good read while sheltering in place? Sierra Club reviews ve newly
released works of ction that masterfully address themes ranging from Indigenous
rights and the climate crisis to coming-of-age in a time of child poverty and
xenophobia. These absorbing, thought-provoking stories not only entertain but
also get you thinking more deeply about the ills plaguing our troubled world, and

the resiliency with which even the most seemingly powerless among us can meet
the moment, and transcend it.
The Night Watchman by Louise Erdrich
Sharks in the Time of Saviors by Kawai Strong Washburn
The Glass Hotel by Emily St. John Mandel
The Freedom Artist by Ben Okri
Djinn Patrol on the Purple Line by Deepa Anappara

Read More at Sierra Club

FYI #2

Should We Eat More Like The
Japanese?

Credit: iStock

The Japanese have one of the highest life expectancies in the world. Is part of it
down to what they’re putting on their plates? Nowhere else on Earth really comes
close. Numbers like that can cause people in other parts of the world to sit up and
pay attention. What is they have that we don’t? Is it something they’re eating? Since
then, numerous research papers have asked whether this longevity is linked to
food. And if so, what foods might the rest of us, in hopes of garnering similar
lifespans, start adding to our shopping lists? Tsuyoshi Tsuduki, an associate

professor of food and molecular bioscience at Tohoku University, has studied
exactly which version of the Japanese diet might contribute to long life. Initially, he
and his collaborators used national survey data to come up with meals
representing the Japanese diet in the 1990s and a similar set of meals for the
American diet of the same time period. The meals were freeze-dried and fed for
three weeks to rats, whose health the researchers then watched carefully. It turned
out that not all Japanese diets were equal. So what’s the secret? In short, it may be
that the bene ts of the Japanese diet are not due to some magical quality of
seaweed or soy sauce, but rather a focus on eating a variety of foods cooked in
healthy ways in moderation, along with an emphasis on vegetables and legumes.
Advice, in other words, that anyone can use. But modern Japan has its own
problems following this advice. Rates of diabetes have risen in recent years, in part
because of a greying population, but also because of rising obesity. It is possible
that Japan’s days as the home of the most centenarians are numbered.

Read More at BBC

FYI #3

The Four Men Responsible For
America’s COVID-19 Test Disaster

Credit: Brian Stau er for
Rolling Stone

Dr. Robert Red eld, the director of the Centers for Disease Control, anked Donald
Trump at the podium in the White House brie ng room. It was February 29th, the
day of the rst reported U.S. death from the coronavirus, and the president elded
an urgent question: “How should Americans prepare for this virus?” a reporter
asked. “Should they go on with their daily lives? Change their routine? What should
they do?” In that moment, America was ying blind into a pandemic; the virus was
on the loose, and nobody quite knew where. The lives of tens of thousands hinged
on the advice about to be delivered by the president and his top public-health
advisers. Experts tell Rolling Stone that the ship had sailed when the virus made
the leap from infected travellers into the general public. “If you’ve got a community
spreading respiratory virus, it’s not going to be containable,” says Dr. Amesh Adalja,
a senior scholar at the Johns Hopkins University Center for Health Security. “You
have to shift to mitigation right away.” The mismanagement cost lives. With
adequate testing from the beginning, says Dr. Howard Forman, a Yale professor of
public-health policy, “we would have been able to stop the spread of this virus in
its tracks the way that many other nations have.” The government leaders who
failed to safeguard the nation are CDC Director Red eld; FDA Commissioner
Stephen Hahn; Health and Human Services Secretary Alex Azar; and of course,
President Trump.

Read more at Rolling Stone

FYI #4

Wait, What’s The Deal With
Sunscreen? Does It Work Or Not?

Credit: George Zaidan; DUTTON

Almost every bottle of sunscreen at the drugstore says it’ll reduce your risk of skin
cancer, but that’s not why sunscreen was invented. In fact, sunscreen is much,
much older than our understanding of skin cancer. To gure out why the FDA
allows manufacturers to make this claim, let’s look at two of the most common
active ingredients in sunscreens sold in the United States: zinc oxide and
oxybenzone (also known as benzophenone‑3). We absolutely know that the sun
causes skin cancer. The question is whether using sunscreen protects against it.
Intuitively, it seems like it would: we know it absorbs sunburn-causing ultraviolet
photons. But as cancer researcher John DiGiovanna says, “Sunscreen isn’t a suit of
armour. It can be overcome by too much sun.” Unless you’re submerged in a pool
of sunscreen, some solar photons will absolutely get through to your skin; that’s
one reason the FDA doesn’t allow manufacturers to use the word “sunblock.” Here,
I’d say . . . yeah, sure. Sunscreen will reduce the number of ultraviolet photons
interacting with the molecules in your skin, and that might reduce your risk of skin
cancer. So I say go for it. But I also think it’s a good idea to wear a hat. And clothes.

Read more at Wired

FYI #5: SUMMER READING
Rede ning Development:
Resolving Complex Challenges in
Developing Countries

Credit: Cambridge University Press

In 2015, the Old Fadama slum of Accra, Ghana, was a government “no-go zone” due
to the generally lawless environment. Participatory action researchers (PAR) began
working with three stakeholders to resolve complex challenges facing the
community and city. In three years, they created a PAR cross-sector collaboration
intervention incorporating data from 300 research participants working on
sanitation. In 2018–19, the stakeholders addressed the next priorities: community
violence, solid waste and the need for a health clinic. The PAR intervention was

replicated, supporting kayayei (women head porters) in Old Fadama, the Madina
slum of Accra and four rural communities in northern Ghana. The process
expanded, involving 2,400 stakeholders and an additional 2,048 bene ciaries.
Cross-sector collaboration worked where other, more traditional development
interventions did not. This PAR intervention provides developing country
governments with a solution for complex challenges: a low cost, locally designed
tool that dramatically improves participation and results in projects that impact
the public good.
This book was free online from 14th July - 5th August at: HERE

Read More at Cambridge University Press

FYI#6: SPOTLIGHT ON EDUCATION

Imagining The Future Of Higher Ed In
Canada From Administrator And
Faculty Perspectives

Credit:Nathan Dumlao on Unsplash

In this essay, George Velestsianos and Je

Seaman provide “a snapshot of 273

faculty and administrator perspectives on whether they are optimistic or
pessimistic about the future of higher education over the next 2 years.” Overall,
respondents reported to be slightly more optimistic than pessimistic over the
future of higher ed; however, administrators are far more optimistic than faculty
(55% vs 41%) and faculty are far more pessimistic than administrators (48% vs 22%)

in terms of their perception of this future. Reasons for pessimism centered on the
compounding nancial challenges of higher ed, while reasons for optimism
clustered around themes of higher ed’s role in times of crisis, how the pandemic
provides an opportunity for positive change and the value of higher education.

Read more at Academic Matters

ENDSHOTS
TO MANITOULIN ISLAND, IN LAKE HURON, ONTARIO THE WORLD'S LARGEST FRESH WATER ISLAND IN DAYS OF
COVID-19
JULY, 2020

COUNTRIES RANKED BY NUMBER OF NEW COVID-19 CASES
JULY 30 - AUGUST 6, 2020
Source: https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/world/mappingspread-new-coronavirus/

COUNTRIES RANKED BY PERCENT INCREASE OF NEW COVID-19
CASES, JULY 30 - August 6, 2020
Source: https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/world/mappingspread-new-coronavirus/

COUNTRIES RANKED BY NUMBER OF COVID-19 DEATHS, JULY 30 - AUGUST 6,
2020
Source: https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/world/mappingspread-new-coronavirus/

Number of Coranvirus Cases Worldwide as of August 5, 2020 by Country
(Note that USA, Brazil and India account for about 55%)
Source: https://www.statista.com/stati...

Number of COVID-19 Cases per Population as of August 6, 2020
Source: https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/covid-19-curves-comparecanada-and-other-key-nations-1.4881500

Top Six U.S. States as of August 6, 2020
Source: https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/national/coronavirus-uscases-deaths/?itid=sf_coronavirus
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